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A. Description of Systemic Deficiency

In a current HUD Office of Inspector General investigation, involving the HUD insured Home Equity
Conversion Mortgage (HECM), “Section 255”; investigators were made aware of a process that as an office,
we believe merits review and correcting by HUD single family officials.
The systemic concern is the use of the “Power of Attorney,” who has the authority to act with complete
autonomy, on behalf of the mortgagor/borrower.
Specifically, the scenario is as follows: A HUD insured mortgage (FHA Case (b) (4)(b) (4)
), was
originated and ultimately closed on January 7, 2009. On that date, an attorney-in-fact (person designated by
the Power of Attorney) signed the closing package documents and was issued a check for $75,000.
Subsequent withdrawals from this mortgage included an additional $275,000 between the aforementioned
January date and December 2, 2009, which was the final draw. The mortgagor died 3 days later on
December 5, 2009. What was most concerning to agents in this case and is the most telling in terms of a
deficiency is the fact that the actual mortgagor was an elderly woman, who was in a nursing home at the time
of the closing. Moreover, further investigation revealed that she had been admitted into the nursing home on
November 28, 2006, which was almost 26 months before the actual closing. Finally, at no time since her
admittance had she been released to her former residence, which was subject to the HECM.
Paragraph 1.8 of the Home Equity Conversion Loan Agreement from this specific loan file stated:
“Principal Residence” means the dwelling where the Borrower maintains his or her permanent place of
abode, and typically spends the majority of the calendar year. A person may have one principal residence
at any one time. The Property shall be considered to the be the Principal Residence of any Borrower who
is temporarily or permanently in a health care institution as long as the Property is the Principal
Residence of at least one other Borrower who is not in a health care institution.
In this particular case, there was no co-borrower who occupied the HECM residence. In fact, the
investigation revealed that on October 30, 2008, nursing home records document the mortgagor’s inability to
recognize the names of family members in a picture. This was the same date that an ambulance took her to
obtain an Illinois Identification card because without it, the mortgage would not have gone through. Further,
the care facility’s records reflect that her only departure of the nursing home since admission, other than
hospital visits, was this trip to the State of Illinois identification office.
Yet, the attorney-in-fact (agent of Power of Attorney) was provided the opportunity to act on behalf of the
borrower in virtually every step in the process. Moreover, in many cases, he was not even required to meet
face-to-face. For instance, the HECM counseling in this mortgage was conducted between the counselor and
the attorney-in-fact (Power of Attorney) telephonically. Secondly, the initial loan application was filled out
by the attorney-in-fact and mailed to the loan officer. Finally, the closing was held at the residence of the
attorney-in-fact (Power of Attorney), wherein, he signed every document that was made part of the

settlement package.
B. Suggestions to Correct Deficiency

It is recommended that mortgagors meet in-person with the borrower when providing counseling, if
they are both located in the same geographical area. If they are not, then it is recommended that the
mortgagors meet in-person with the attorney-in-fact (Power of Attorney). In this particular instance,
the Power of Attorney resided in the Chicago metropolitan area, within a reasonable driving distance of
the mortgagor. Yet, the Power of Attorney was allowed to attend the counseling session telephonically
and then sign on behalf of the borrower. Additionally, it is improper for a Power of Attorney to fill out
a loan application, wherein he or she stands to gain from the mortgage draws, without being required to
post a surety/fiduciary bond to ensure faithful performance of his or her duties. Lastly, it is
recommended that the borrower be required to attend the closing for his or her own property, otherwise
this opens the door to the potential for fraud.
If at any point in the process described in Page 1 of this SIR, had there been a requirement for a face-toface meeting with the borrower, this mortgage would have been immediately terminated. As described
earlier, the only departures for the borrower/mortgagor from her nursing facility were by ambulance.
The property in question was vacant for over two years prior to the closing. If any of the recommended
safeguards had been implemented, Paragraph 1.8 (above) would have immediately kicked in and HUD
would have been less vulnerable to fraud.
HECM mortgagors are particularly vulnerable to victimization due to their advanced age and mental
capacity. It is prudent to provide additional protections for his vulnerable class, rather than allow the
attorney-in-fact complete autonomy through the Power of Attorney. Stricter standards for Power of
Attorney instruments must be implemented, while simultaneously requiring the applicant to have some
interaction with the various HECM mortgagor professionals involved in the loan application process.

C. Investigative Techniques
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